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Salaam to all brothers/sisters,
here we shall clearly witness absolutely Magnificent Scientific/Mathematic
that our One and Only LORD
due to

Signs

ALLAH has created, from the very beginning,

HIS most essential Word and Promise,

in this respect, here:
=========================
49 Certainly,

We have created all things (=kulla shayin)

(=i.e. thus also and especially, "the Sun" and "the Moon", from the very beginning,
in this most specific respect here =6/96 & 55/5)
based upon a PreciseMEASURE

(=biQADARIN)

(which is essentially "19" coded, from the very beginning, here =74/2630)

53 So,

We will show them Our Signs (=AYATINA)

(which are specifically "19" coded again here =74/2630,

31)

in the horizons (=i.e. thus also and especially, on "the Sun" and "the Moon", from the very beginning,
in this most specific respect now again here =6/96 & 55/5)
and also within their selves/souls,
until it becomes perfectly clear to them that this is absolutely The
Is it not Enough that your LORD is

Truth.

Witness over all things.

QURAN TESTAMENT 54/49 = 41/53
=========================
So now, let us clearly see here these most Fundamental and important
(essentially identical) two Verses,

(essentially identical) two Verses,
throughout the whole QURAN TESTAMENT,
in this most specific respect above,
first of all, now here thus:
==========
96 ...... And "the Sun" and "the Moon" are (perfectly designated)
upon a PreciseCALCULATION

(=HUSBAANAN)! ......

5 "the Sun" and "the Moon" are (perfectly designated)
based upon a PreciseCALCULATION

(=biHUSBAANIN)! ......

QURAN TESTAMENT,
Chapter No. 6, Verse No.
==========

96

&

Chapter No.

55,

Verse No.

5

So now, let us clearly see here
=(mean) minimum distance to "the Sun"

147.1 million kilometers

at Perihelion (=i.e. when our Planet is closest to it in its orbit) =
So we will take it into account (a round number) here, rightfully as

147 million km

=

=(mean) maximum distance to "the Sun"

152.1 million kilometers

at Aphelion (=i.e. when our Planet is farthest from it in its orbit) =
So we will take it into account (a round number) here again, rightfully as

=

152 million km
149.6 million kilometers

=(mean) average distance to "the Sun" =
So we will take it into account (a round number) here again, rightfully as

=

150 million km

http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/factsheet/sunfact.html
http://coolcosmos.ipac.caltech.edu/ask/8HowfarawayistheSun

and thereafter

=(mean) minimum distance to "the Moon"

363.3 thousand kilometers

at Perigee (=i.e. when our Planet is closest to it in its orbit) =
So we will take it into account (a round number) here, rightfully as

363 thousand km

=

=(mean) maximum distance to "the Moon"

405.5 thousand kilometers

at Apogee (=i.e. when our Planet is farthest from it in its orbit) =
So we will take it into account (a round number) here again, rightfully as

=

384.4 thousand kilometers

=(mean) average distance to "the Moon" =
So we will take it into account (a round number) here again, rightfully as

406 thousand km

=

http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/factsheet/moonfact.html
http://coolcosmos.ipac.caltech.edu/ask/166HowfarawayistheMoon

384 thousand km

So now, here are those most Fundamental and important
(essentially identical)
two "Chapter  Verse" in this respect above (="6
throughout the whole QURAN

96"

&

"55 5")

TESTAMENT,

wherein those most accurate

147 million km

&

=

150 million km

&

=

152 million km

&

=

minimum distances

(=

average distances

(=

maximum distances

(=

363 thousand km)

384 thousand km)
406 thousand km)

of "the Sun" and "the Moon",
have thus most Wisely and perfectly been Indicated and Designated by our LORD

ALLAH therein,

from the very beginning,

in this

"Most AWESOME" & "Most WONDROUS" perfect orders,

now here thus:
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All Praise

All Praise

is to

is to

ALLAH ALLAH
......

"the Sun" and "the Moon"

......

"the Sun" and "the Moon"

are (perfectly designated)

are (perfectly designated)

PreciseCALCULATION
(=HUSBAANAN)! ......

PreciseCALCULATION
(=HUSBAANAN)! ......

...... "the Sun" and "the Moon"
are (perfectly designated)

...... "the Sun" and "the Moon"
are (perfectly designated)

upon a

upon a

PreciseCALCULATION
(=biHUSBAANIN)! ......

PreciseCALCULATION
(=biHUSBAANIN)! ......

based upon a

Verse Chapter

05

55

minimum
distance

minimum
distance

to

to

based upon a

average
distance

average
distance

to

to

"the Sun"

"the Moon"

or/and

"the Sun"

"the Moon"

Verse Chapter

147

363

million

thousand

million

thousand

km

km

km

km

96

6

Verse Chapter

05

150 384

55

19

=

96

=

x...

and then
again

...... "the Sun" and "the Moon"
are (perfectly designated)

...... "the Sun" and "the Moon"
are (perfectly designated)

PreciseCALCULATION
(=HUSBAANAN)! ......

PreciseCALCULATION
(=HUSBAANAN)! ......

...... "the Sun" and "the Moon"
are (perfectly designated)

...... "the Sun" and "the Moon"
are (perfectly designated)

upon a

upon a

PreciseCALCULATION
(=biHUSBAANIN)! ......

PreciseCALCULATION
(=biHUSBAANIN)! ......

based upon a

Verse Chapter

55

6

19

x...

and then
again

5

Verse Chapter

average
distance

average
distance

to

to

"the Moon"

"the Sun"

384 150

based upon a

maximum
distance
or/and

Verse Chapter

96

06

Verse Chapter

5

55

maximum
distance

to

to

"the Moon"

"the Sun"

406 152

thousand

million

thousand

million

km

km

km

km

Verse Chapter

96

06

19

=

19

x...

*Please, absolutely note that
for/in this First Case ..........("the Sun"
above:

=

"the Moon"

"the Sun"

or/and

x...

"the Moon")..........

or/and

Verse Chapter

"the Sun"

"the Moon"

V

V

Verse Chapter

Verse Chapter

"the Sun"

"the Moon"

V

V

Verse Chapter

specifically the Verse Numbers are thus placed equally and perfectly
"twodigit" numbers:

V

V

V

V

"05"

"96"

"05"

"96"

for/on that left side & for/on that right side therein above;

and then,
for/in this Second Case ......("the Moon"
above:

"the Sun"

Verse Chapter

Verse Chapter

or/and

"the Moon"

"the Sun")......

or/and

"the Moon"

V

"the Sun"

Verse Chapter

"the Moon"

"the Sun"

V

V

V

Verse Chapter

therefore, this time
specifically the Chapter Numbers are thus placed equally and perfectly
"twodigit" numbers:

V

V

V

V

"55"

"06"

"55"

"06"

for/on that left side & for/on that right side therein above;

in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner
for/in each of those most Awesome and perfect two (=First & Second) Cases above,

by all of these absolutely Most Superb and matchless
perfect "Creation Designs" of our

Supreme LORD

(=17/88)

here again (72/28 = 78/29), from the very beginning!
V
V
V
V
=========================
28 ... for HE has encompassed all that is with them,
and

HE has preciselycalculated/counted (=ahsaa) all things (=kulla shayin)

(=i.e. thus also and especially,
each of those most accurate (minimum & average & maximum) distances of "the Sun" and "the Moon" above)
from the very beginning)
as/in "Numbers" (="Adadan")!

VVV
29 For We have preciselycalculated/counted (=ahsaynahu) all things (=kulla shayin)
(=i.e. thus also and especially,
these most specific two " Verse  Chapter" Numbers above (="05
in which

55"

&

"96 06")

each of those most accurate (minimum & average & maximum) distances of "the Sun" and "the Moon")
have thus most Wisely and perfectly been Indicated and Designated by our LORD

ALLAH,

from the very beginning, therein above)
as/in a "SCRIPTURE" (="KITABAN" )!
(specifically, based upon Number

QURAN TESTAMENT

"19" again,

from the very beginning, here =74/2630,

31)

72/28 = 78/29

=========================
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96

HE is the Initiator of the morning, and HE made the night (to be a source of)

tranquility/rest (for you).
And "the Sun" and "the Moon" are (perfectly designated)
upon a PreciseCALCULATION

(=HUSBAANAN)!

This is the PerfectMEASUREMENT (=TAQDEERU) of (

ALLAH

Who is) thus also and especially,
due to/on the left side of those "19" coded Tables, in this most specific respect,

The ALMIGHTY, due to/on the right side of those
"19" coded Tables, in this most specific respect, above now The OMNISCIENT.
above now

*****
5 "the Sun" and "the Moon" are (perfectly designated)
based upon a PreciseCALCULATION

(=biHUSBAANIN)! ......

QURAN TESTAMENT 6/96 & 55/5
====================

====================
24 And he (=i.e. a disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person) said:
This (QURAN) is nothing except an ancient Magic.
25 This is nothing except a (fabricated) Saying of a humanbeing.
26 (

ALLAH said): So (now) I will get him into Uprooter

(thereby thus to absolutely prove to him and to the whole World that

QURAN is definitely Not a manmade Message,
as that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person erroneously claimed, in the first place, above,
but it is absolutely most Superb and matchless

Word of ALLAH here =17/88)

27 So what made you know what an Uprooter.
28 It does not letlast (but eliminates any extra zero here in this respect now
from/on the right sides of our Tables, specifically within that First Case above
(*because there is no requirement for an extra zero therein, specifically for/in those
Chapter Numbers (=6 & =6) therein, in the very first places)
and It does not letstay (but excludes any extra zero here in this respect now
from/on the left sides of our Tables, specifically within that Second Case above
(*because there is no requirement for an extra zero therein, specifically for/in those
Verse Numbers (=5 & =5) therein, in the very last places)
29 (Thereby, it presents) Tables (as/in all of those "Absolutely Awesome and Perfect Conclusions,"
due to/on this most Magnificent and essential First

Case therein above:

or/and

Verse Chapter

"the Sun"

"the Moon"

V

V

Verse Chapter

&

Verse Chapter

"the Sun"

"the Moon"

V

V

Verse Chapter

and immediately thereafter, also
due to/on this most Magnificent and essential Second

Case therein above:

or/and

Verse Chapter

"the Moon"

"the Sun"

V

&

Verse Chapter

"the Moon"

"the Sun"

V

V

V

due to/on "those left sides"
30 Upon it (there shall be)

Verse Chapter

&

Verse Chapter

due to/on "those right sides" above) for all humanity.

"19"!

31 ...... And "It" (=i.e. that "Uprooter" again, as perfectly pointed out
in the above 2430th Verses) is but a "Commemoration" (="Dhikraa") for all humanity.
*****
49 And from all things

We have created

thus also and especially, for/on the left sides
also here in this respect above
as/in

&

for/on the right sides

"pairs" (=i.e.
for/in that

First Case above:
or/and

Verse Chapter

"the Sun"

"the Moon"

V

V

Verse Chapter

for/in that

&

Verse Chapter

"the Sun"

"the Moon"

V

V

Verse Chapter

Second Case above:
or/and

Verse Chapter

"the Moon"

"the Sun"

V

Verse Chapter

&

Verse Chapter

V

"the Moon"

"the Sun"

V

V

that perhaps you may "takeCommemoration" (="taDhakkaroona") thus especially,
based upon that

"19" coded "Commemoration" (="Dhikraa")

in the above Verse, here again, in the very first place!

(=QURAN

TESTAMENT

74/2430, 31 =

"19"

^

&

"Commemoration"

^

(="Dhikraa")

^

Verse Chapter

51/49 =

"pairs" &

"takeCommemoration" (="taDhakkaroona")

====================

Remain in peace/salaam.
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